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Abstract. In this paper we give strong linearizations of a matrix polynomial P (λ) preserving
the skew-symmetry or T-alternating structure of P (λ). The linearizations obtained are of the form
SL(λ), where L(λ) is a block-symmetric Fiedler pencil with repetition and S is a direct sum of
blocks of the form I or −I, with I the identity matrix. This paper is a continuation of [4], where the
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1. Introduction. In this paper we consider n× n matrix polynomials of degree
k ≥ 2 of the form

P (λ) = Akλ
k +Ak−1λ

k−1 + · · ·+A0, (1.1)

where the coefficients Ai are n× n matrices with entries in a field F.
If P (λ) has some structure (palindromic, symmetric, skew-symmetric...), it is

important to find strong linearizations that preserve the structure of P (λ). In the
literature, some structured linearizations of structured matrix polynomials can be
found [2, 5, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19].

Due to their simplicity, structured linearizations whose matrix coefficients can be
seen as block matrices whose blocks are of the form 0, ±In, or ±Ai are of particular
interest. In previous work [4, 5], we constructed such type of linearizations from the
family of Fiedler pencils with repetition (FPR) preserving the palindromic (in case
the matrix polynomial has odd degree) and the symmetric structure of the matrix
polynomial P (λ).

In this paper we assume that P (λ) is a skew-symmetric (resp. T-even, T-odd)
matrix polynomial and construct a family of skew-symmetric (resp. T-even, T-odd)
pencils from the FPR. These pencils are of the form SL(λ), where L(λ) is a block-
symmetric Fiedler pencil with repetition and S is a direct sum of blocks of the form
In or −In, where In denotes the n× n identity matrix. Although not every pencil of
this form is necessarily a strong linearization of P (λ), we give conditions on L(λ) and
P (λ) that ensure that SL(λ) is a strong linearization of P (λ).

This paper is a continuation of [4], where the corresponding problem when P (λ)
has a symmetric structure was studied. The results obtained in that paper are crucial
in the present work. In particular, we will use the theory of tuples that we developed
there as well as the characterization of block-symmetric FPR [4, Corollary 5.6]. To
keep this paper as concise as possible, we will use here the definitions and results
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in [4] without reproducing them. However, we caution the reader that, in order to
understand this second part, it is necessary to be familiar with the content of [4].

From now on we assume that the field F has characteristic different from 2. We
observe that, when F has characteristic 2, skew-symmetric and T-alternating matrix
polynomials are symmetric. However, in this case, the usual definition of a skew-
symmetric matrix polynomial P (λ) requires that all the diagonal entries of P (λ)
are zero. Though symmetric linearizations of symmetric matrix polynomials were
considered in [4], this additional condition requires a special approach.

Under the assumption that the characteristic of F is 2, we now define skew-
symmetric and T-alternating matrix polynomials.

Definition 1.1. A matrix polynomial P (λ) as in (1.1) is said to be skew-
symmetric if PT (λ) = −P (λ) or, alternatively, AT

i = −Ai, i = 0, ..., k.
Definition 1.2. Let P (λ) be a matrix polynomial.
1. P (λ) is said to be T-even if P (−λ) = P (λ)T or, alternatively, AT

i = (−1)iAi,
i = 0, . . . , k .

2. P (λ) is said to be T-odd if P (−λ) = −P (λ)T or, alternatively, AT
i =

(−1)i+1Ai, i = 0, . . . , k.
3. P (λ) is said to be T-alternating if it is either T-even or T-odd.

We say that two T-alternating matrix polynomials have the same parity if they are
both T-even or both T-odd.

The existence and construction of skew-symmetric linearizations for skew-symmetric
matrix polynomials have been considered in [2, 7, 19]. There exist skew-symmetric
strong linearizations for all skew-symmetric matrix polynomials of odd degree [19,
Lemma 6.11] as well as for skew-symmetric matrix polynomials of even degree when
the size n is even [7, Theorem 7.22]. In particular, there are skew-symmetric strong lin-
earizations for all regular skew-symmetric matrix polynomials of even degree, as they
necessarily have even size. However, when P (λ) is skew-symmetric of even degree
and odd size, there is no skew-symmetric strong linearization of P (λ) [7, Theorem
7.22]. Thus, it follows that not all singular skew-symmetric matrix polynomials of
even degree have a skew-symmetric linearization. Lemma 6.11 in [19] gives one skew-
symmetric strong linearization for each skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of odd
degree over an arbitrary field. Also, skew-symmetric strong linearizations for regular
skew-symmetric matrix polynomials of even (or odd) degree are constructed from the
pencils in the vector space DL(P ) introduced in [16]. Note that all the pencils in
DL(P ) are block-symmetric. Moreover, they are skew-symmetric if P (λ) is. In [2],
the authors also construct an example of a skew-symmetric linearization for regular
skew-symmetric matrix polynomials.

In this paper, we construct a family of pencils strictly equivalent to block-symmetric
FPR that are skew-symmetric when the matrix polynomial P (λ) is. We show that
under some conditions on the leading and constant matrix coefficients of P (λ), the
pencil is a strong linearization of P (λ). We also prove that the only FPR that are
skew-symmetric when P (λ) is are those forming the standard basis for DL(P ) intro-
duced in [12]. We extend this family of skew-symmetric FPR by multiplying some
block-symmetric FPR by a block-diagonal matrix whose main diagonal blocks are
±In. Example 3.16 here gives all the 22 distinct skew-symmetric pencils from FPR
that we obtain when k = 5. This family contains the 5 pencils in the standard basis
for DL(P ), and its matrix coefficients are block-matrices whose blocks are 0, ±In, or
±Ai.

The problem of giving necessary and sufficient conditions for a T-alternating
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matrix polynomial to have a T-alternating strong linearization was considered in [20].
There, the authors give one strong linearization for each matrix polynomial P (λ) of
odd degree. They also study the even degree case but no examples of linearizations
are provided. Also, in [2], an example of a T-alternating linearization analogous to
the one in [17] is presented. Here, we construct a family of pencils strictly equivalent
to block-symmetric FPR that are T-odd (resp. T-even) when the matrix polynomial
is. Again, under some conditions, these pencils are strong linearizations of P (λ).
Note that the linearizations that we construct do not appear in [2] and [20]. In
fact, the linearizations in those papers do not allow repetitions of the coefficients
Ai in the matrix coefficients of the T-alternating pencils while our pencils present
such repetitions. (See Example 4.15). Note also that, for each T-alternating matrix
polynomial of degree k, at least when A0 and Ak are invertible, our family provides
more than one single linearization with the same parity as the matrix polynomial. For
example, for k = 5, we obtain 10 distinct T-even strong linearizations for a T-even
matrix polynomial, assuming that A0 and A5 are invertible.

In summary, the structured linearizations from FPR that we give in this paper
are easily constructed from the coefficients of the matrix polynomial and significantly
enlarge the known families of linearizations preserving the skew-symmetric (resp. T-
alternating) structure of a matrix polynomial P (λ). Also, they are obtained over any
field with characteristic different from 2. A natural question to be studied in future
works is if our family contains linearizations with any relevant advantages over the
previously known structured linearizations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notation and
give results that will be used in the next two sections. None of the results there depend
on the assumption that the matrix polynomial has some structure (skew-symmetric or
T-alternating). In Section 3 we construct a family of strong linearizations preserving
the skew-symmetric structure of P (λ). The main result in that section is Theorem
3.15. In Section 4 we give a family of strong linearizations preserving the T-alternating
(and parity) structure of P (λ). The main result there is Theorem 4.14. We close the
paper with Section 5, where a summary of the main results obtained in the paper is
given.

2. General notation and definitions. The following notation, introduced in
[4], will be used throughout the paper.

Given the tuple t = (a : b), we denote by trevc
the reverse-complement of t, which

was introduced in [4, Definition 2.4].
If t1 and t2 are two index tuples, we use the notation t1 ∼ t2 to denote that the

two tuples are equivalent [4, Definition 2.9].
A key concept in the development of skew-symmetric and T-alternating strong

linearizations is the Successor Infix Property (SIP) presented in [4, Definition 2.16].
Given a tuple t with indices from {0 : h} satisfying the SIP, we denote by csf(t) the
column standard form of t, given in [4, Definition 2.18], which has the form

(as : ts, as−1 : ts−1, . . . , a2 : t2, a1 : t1, a0 : t0) ,

with h ≥ ts > ts−1 > · · · > t2 > t1 > t0 ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ aj ≤ tj , for all j = 0, 1, . . . , s.
We call the indices t0, t1, . . . , ts the end points of t. Each subtuple of consecutive
integers (ai : ti) is called a string of csf(t).

In addition to the notation and definitions introduced in [4], we will need the
following.
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If i, j, p are integers, with p, j ≥ 0 and j ≡ 0 mod p, we denote by i :p i + j the
sequence i, i + p, i + 2p, . . . , i + j. If p = 1, we write : for :1 . If j < 0, i :p i + j is
empty.

Given a set T of integers and an integer a, we denote by a ± T the set obtained
from T by adding to (subtracting from) a each element of T .

If J and H are nonempty sets of integers, we denote by H � J the symmetric
difference of J and H, that is, H � J = (H − J) ∪ (J −H).

Given an nk × nk matrix A, viewed as a k × k partitioned matrix with blocks of
size n × n, and a set J ⊆ {1 : k}, we denote by A[J ] the principal submatrix of A
lying in the block-rows indexed by J. By A(i, j) we denote the block of A in position
(i, j). If i = j, we also write A[i] for A(i, i).

We will use ? to denote an unspecified block of appropriate size in a block-matrix.
We denote by R the block-involutory matrix

R :=

 0 . . . In
... . .

. ...
In . . . 0

 . (2.1)

2.1. Block-signature matrices. The block-signature matrices, which we now
define, will play a crucial role in our work.

Definition 2.1. We say that S ∈ Mnk is a block-signature matrix if S =
ε1In ⊕ · · · ⊕ εkIn for some εi ∈ {1,−1}, i = 1 : k. We call ε1, . . . , εk the parameters
of S. We denote by Si the block-signature matrix such that εi = −1 and εj = 1 for
j 6= i. By S0, Sk+1 and S∅ we denote the identity matrix Ink. If Z = {i1, ..., ir} is a
subset of {1 : k}, then SZ := Si1 · · ·Sir

.
Note that a block-signature matrix S is exactly the product of the matrices Si

for which εi is a negative parameter of S.
The next result is immediate and will be used without comment. The matrices

Mj in the statement are those defined in [4, Section 4.1].
Proposition 2.2. The following holds:
1. Sk−iMj = MjSk−i, for any i, j ∈ {1 : k − 1} with i 6= j, j − 1;
2. Sk−iM0 = M0Sk−i and Sk−iM−k = M−kSk−i for any i ∈ {1 : k};
3. Sk−iSk−i+1Mi = MiSk−iSk−i+1 for any i ∈ {1 : k − 1}.

Remark 2.3. If H and J are subsets of {1 : k}, the nk × nk matrix SH�J is
given by SHSJ .

2.2. Products of the matrices Mi for admissible tuples. The matrices Mi,
defined in [4, Section 4.1], are the elementary matrices used in the construction of a
FPR associated with a matrix polynomial P (λ) as in (1.1), which is a pencil of the
form

L(λ) = λMlq,lz,z,rz,rq −Mlq,lz,q,rz,rq , (2.2)

where h ∈ {0 : k − 1} , q and z are permutations of {0 : h} and {−k : −h− 1} , respec-
tively, lq and rq are tuples with indices from {0 : h− 1} such that (lq,q, rq) satisfies
the SIP, and lz and rz are tuples with indices from {−k : −h− 2} such that (lz, z, rz)
satisfies the SIP.

In what follows we will be working with products of the matrices Mi. The next
observation will be useful in some of our proofs.
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Remark 2.4. We observe that, by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5 in [4], if s = (s1, . . . , sk)
is a symmetric tuple satisfying the SIP (see Definitions 2.16 and 3.1 in [4]) and
P (λ) is a matrix polynomial of the form (1.1), then Ms(P ) is block-symmetric. In
particular, if w is an admissible tuple and rw is the symmetric complement of w (see
Definitions 3.6 and 3.8 in [4]) then, because of Lemma 3.11 in [4], both Mw,rw

(P )
and Mrw

(P ) are block-symmetric.
We now make some observations that will be useful in the proofs of Lemma 2.10

and Theorem 4.1.
Let s be a tuple with indices from {0 : k − 1} satisfying the SIP. Because of the

SIP, all blocks in Ms are 0, In or −Ai, where i is an index in s [21]. Notice that the
matrix Ms does not have a block-row or a block-column which is zero for every matrix
polynomial, as otherwise it would be singular for every matrix polynomial P (λ), which
cannot occur because the matrices Mi, i 6= 0, are nonsingular independently of Ai,
and M0 is nonsingular if A0 is. From this observation, taking into account the way
the product of matrices is performed and noting that no cancellation can occur, it
follows that Ms contains at least one block −Ai, for each index i in s.

We now give some results regarding the products Mw,rw
and Mrw , where w is

an admissible tuple and rw is the symmetric complement of w. These results will be
useful when getting our structured linearizations. In particular, they will allow us to
show the uniqueness (up to multiplication by -1) of the block-signature matrix S such
that SL(λ) has the same structure as the matrix polynomial P (λ), where L(λ) is a
given block-symmetric FPR. In order to state these results, we need to introduce the
following notation.

Let s be a symmetric tuple with indices from {0 : k− 1} satisfying the SIP. Since
Ms is block-symmetric for any matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k, we can construct
the undirected graph with vertex set {1 : k} and an edge between i and j if and only
if the block in position (i, j) in Ms(P ) is nonzero for some matrix polynomial P (λ)
of degree k. We denote this graph by G(s).

Lemma 2.5. Let w be an admissible tuple with indices from {0 : h}, 0 ≤ h < k,
and rw be the symmetric complement of w. Then each connected component of G(rw)
and G(w, rw) contains a loop.

Proof. We start by proving the result for G(rw). If l is the index of w, then
rw = (s(h−l)/2, . . . , s1, s0), where s0 = (0 : l)revc and si = l+ 2i− 1, for i > 0. Let Gi

be the subgraph of G(rw) with vertex set {k − si, k − si + 1}, for i = 1 : (h − l)/2,
and G0 be the subgraph of G(rw) with vertex set {k − l+ 1 : k} if l > 0. The matrix
Mrw

is the direct sum

In(k−h) ⊕
[
−As(h−l)/2 In

In 0

]
⊕ · · · ⊕

[
−As1 In
In 0

]
⊕ T,

where the block T has the form
−Al−1 −Al−2 · · · −A1 −A0

−Al−2 −Al−3 · · · −A0 0
−Al−3 −Al−4 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

−A0 0 · · · 0 0

 . (2.3)

(T is empty if l = 0.) Thus, each subgraph Gi is a connected component of G(rw)
and contains a loop. Moreover, for any j ∈ {1 : k − h}, the subgraph of G(rw) with
vertex set {j} is a connected component of G(rw) and contains a loop.
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Next we prove the result for G(w, rw). Clearly, for any j ∈ {1 : k − h − 1}, the
subgraph of G(w, rw) with vertex set {j} is a connected component of G(w, rw) and
contains a loop. Thus, it is enough to show that the subgraph of G(w, rw) with vertex
set {k−h : k} is connected and contains a loop. We prove the first claim by induction
on h−l. If h−l = 0, that is, w =(0 : h), thenM(w,rw) has the form In(k−h−1)⊕T, where
T has the form (2.3), with l replaced by l + 1, and the result follows. Now suppose
that h > l and csf(w) = (s(h−l)/2,w′), where w′ = (s(h−l)/2−1, . . . , s0), s0 = (0 : l),
and si = (l + 2i − 1, l + 2i) for i > 0. Let rw′ be the symmetric complement of w′.
Note that (w, rw) ∼ (h− 1 : h,w′, rw′ , h− 1) . The matrix Mw′,rw′ has the form

In(k−h−1) ⊕


In 0 0 0
0 In 0 0
0 0 −Ah−2 R1

0 0 R′1 R2

 ,
for some matrices R1, R

′
1, R2 of appropriate sizes. By the induction hypothesis, the

subgraph of G(w′, rw′) with vertex set {k − h + 2 : k} is connected and contains a
loop. In particular, because, by Remark 2.6, Mw′,rw′ is block-symmetric, this implies
that R1 and R′1 are nonzero. Note that the principal submatrix M ′ of Mw,rw

lying
on the block-rows k − h : k is given by2664

−Ah In 0 0
−Ah−1 0 In 0
In 0 0 0
0 0 0 In(h−2)

3775
2664
In 0 0 0
0 In 0 0
0 0 −Ah−2 R1

0 0 R′1 R2

3775
2664
In 0 0 0
0 −Ah−1 In 0
0 In 0 0
0 0 0 In(h−2)

3775

=

2664
−Ah −Ah−1 In 0
−Ah−1 −Ah−2 0 R1

In 0 0 0
0 R′1 0 R2

3775 .
Clearly, the subgraph of G(w, rw) with vertex set {k − h : k − h + 2} is connected.
Thus, taking into account that M ′ is block-symmetric, it is enough to show that for
any i in {k− h+ 3 : k} and any j in {k− h : k}, there is a path between i and j. Let
i ∈ {k − h+ 3 : k}.

If j ∈ {k− h+ 3 : k}, by the induction hypothesis there is a path p in G(w′, rw′)
between i and j. Clearly, this path just involves vertices in {k − h + 2 : k}. Since
the submatrix of Mw′,rw′ in block-rows k − h+ 2 : k coincides with the submatrix of
Mw,rw

in block-rows k − h + 1, k − h + 3 : k, the path obtained from p by replacing
the vertex k− h+ 2 by k− h+ 1, in case k− h+ 2 is a vertex in p, is a path between
i and j in G(w, rw).

Suppose that j ∈ {k − h : k − h + 2}. By the induction hypothesis there is a
path q in G(w′, rw′) between i and k − h+ 2. Replacing the vertex k − h+ 2 in q by
k − h+ 1, we obtain a path in G(w, rw) between i and k − h+ 1. Since in G(w, rw)
there is a path between k− h+ 1 and j, it follows that there is a path between i and
j in G(w, rw).

Clearly, the vertex k − h of G(w, rw) has a loop and the result follows.
The following observation follows from the proof of Lemma 2.7.
Remark 2.6. Let w be an admissible tuple relative to {0 : h}, 0 ≤ h < k, with

index l. The connected components of G(w, rw) are the subgraphs of G(w, rw) with
vertex set {k − h : k} and {i}, i = 1 : k − h− 1. The connected components of G(rw)
are the subgraphs of G(rw) with vertex set {i}, i = 1 : k−h, {k−h+2i−1, k−h+2i},
i = 1 : (h− l)/2, and {k − l + 1 : k} if l > 0. In particular, the set of vertices of any
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connected component of G(rw) is contained in the set of vertices of some connected
component of G(w, rw).

Corollary 2.7. Let w be an admissible tuple with indices from {0 : h}, 0 ≤
h < k, rw be the symmetric complement of w, and t be a tuple (possibly empty)
with indices from {0 : h − 1} such that (rev(t),w, rw, t) satisfies the SIP. Then the
connected components of G(rev(t),w, rw, t) correspond to the same sets of vertices as
the connected components of G(w, rw) and each of them contains a loop.

Proof. We prove the result by induction on the length of t. If t is the empty
tuple then the result follows from Lemma 2.7. Now suppose that t = (t′, t), where t′

is a tuple with indices from {0 : h − 1}, and (rev(t),w, rw, t) satisfies the SIP. Let
s = (rev(t′),w, rw, t′). By the induction hypothesis and Remark 2.8, the connected
components of G(s) are the subgraphs of G(s) with vertex set {k − h : k} and {i},
i = 1 : k − h − 1, and each contains a loop. By computing the product Mt,s,t and
taking into account that no cancellations occur, it follows that the graphs G(t, s, t)
and G(s) coincide if t = 0 and, otherwise, G(t, s, t) is obtained from the graph of G(s)
by interchanging the roles of the vertices k− t and k− t+ 1 and, possibly, by adding
some more edges connecting the vertices k− t, k− t+1 to other vertices in {k−h : k}.
Thus the claim follows.

In order to state the next lemma in a general way, we denote by C an arbitrary
subclass of matrix polynomials of the form (1.1) with degree k such that, for any
l ∈ {0 : k}, there is P (λ) ∈ C with the coefficient Al nonzero. We note that an
example of such a class C is the class of symmetric (resp. skew-symmetric, T-odd,
T-even, or T-alternating) matrix polynomials of degree k.

Lemma 2.8. Let w be an admissible tuple with indices from {0 : h}, 0 ≤ h < k, rw

be the symmetric complement of w, and t be a tuple (possibly empty) with indices from
{0 : h− 1} so that (rev(t),w, rw, t) satisfies the SIP. Let either s = (rev(t),w, rw, t)
or s = rw. Let S1, S

′
1, S2, S

′
2 be nk × nk block-signature matrices. Suppose that

S1M
T
s S
′
1 = Ms for any matrix polynomial P (λ) ∈ C. Then S2M

T
s S
′
2 = Ms for any

matrix polynomial P (λ) ∈ C if and only if S1S
′
1 = S2S

′
2 and (S1S2)[J ] = ±I, for any

set J of vertices of a connected component of G(s).
Proof. Suppose that Ms = S1M

T
s S
′
1 = S2M

T
s S
′
2 for any matrix polynomial

P (λ) ∈ C. Then S1S2M
T
s S
′
1S
′
2 = MT

s . Let S = S1S2 and S′ = S′1S
′
2. To prove that

S1S
′
1 = S2S

′
2, and because s is symmetric, it is enough to show that

SMsS
′ = Ms (2.4)

implies SS′ = Ink. As already observed, the matrix Ms does not have a block-row
which is zero for every matrix polynomial P (λ). Thus, for any i = 1 : k, there exists
ji such that Ms(i, ji) is nonzero for some P (λ) ∈ C. Note that we can have ji = i.
Since, by Remark 2.6, Ms is block-symmetric, the blocks in positions (i, ji) and (ji, i)
are equal. So, from (2.4) we have

S(i, i)Ms(i, ji)S′(ji, ji) = Ms(i, ji) = Ms(ji, i) = S(ji, ji)Ms(i, ji)S′(i, i)

for all P (λ) ∈ C, which implies that

S(i, i)S′(ji, ji) = S(ji, ji)S′(i, i) = In. (2.5)

In particular, (2.5) implies

S(i, i)S′(i, i) = S(ji, ji)S′(ji, ji) = ±In. (2.6)
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Note that, from (2.5), if ji = i, we have S(i, i)S′(i, i) = In. From (2.6), S(i, i)S′(i, i) =
S(j, j)S′(j, j) for any vertices i, j in a connected component of G(s). Thus, to prove
that each of these products is In, it is enough to note that each connected component
of G has a loop, which follows from Corollary 2.9. Then, we have SS′ = Ink, proving
the first claim. Because of the previous equality, (2.5) implies

S(i, i)S(ji, ji) = In.

Thus, if i1 ↔ · · · ↔ ik is a walk containing all vertices in a connected component of
G(s), we have

S(i1, i1)S(i2, i2) = · · · = S(ik−1, ik−1)S(ik, ik) = In,

which implies that

S(i1, i1) = S(i2, i2) = · · · = S(ik, ik),

proving the last claim.
The converse follows because Ms is a direct sum of matrices lying in the rows

corresponding to the connected components of G(s). Note that, from the hypothesis,
if J is the set of vertices of a connected component of G(s), then either S1[J ] = S2[J ]
and S′1[J ] = S′2[J ] or S1[J ] = −S2[J ] and S′1[J ] = −S′2[J ].

Observe that, if a solution S1 and S′1 of the equation S1M
T
s S
′
1 = Ms is known,

Lemma 2.10 characterizes all other solutions.
We finish this section with a definition that will be useful in presenting some

results in this paper.
Definition 2.9. Let s be a tuple with indices from {−k : k−1}. We say that s is

skew-symmetric (resp. T -even, T-odd) direct-transpose related if there exists a block-
signature matrix S such that MT

s = SMsS, for any skew-symmetric (resp. T -even,
T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k.

We say that s is skew-symmetric (resp. T -even, T-odd) complement-transpose
related if there exist block-signature matrices S and S′ such that MT

s = S′MsS, for
any skew-symmetric (resp. T -even, T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k, and
S′(i, i) = −S(i, i) for any i ∈ {1 : k}, unless the block in position (i, i) is a direct
summand of Ms equal to In for any P (λ) (where n is the size of the matrix polynomial
P (λ)).

If s is as in Lemma 2.10, we can conclude that s cannot be simultaneously skew-
symmetric (resp. T -even, T -odd) complement-transpose related and direct-transpose
related.

3. Skew-symmetric strong linearizations. In this section we construct strong
linearizations of an n× n matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k of the form (1.1) that
are skew-symmetric when P (λ) is. These linearizations are obtained from Fiedler
pencils with repetition.

3.1. Type 1 tuples. Here we introduce some definitions that allow us to asso-
ciate a simple tuple (that is, an index tuple with no repeated indices) to some index
tuples with repetitions. This simple tuple has an important role in the construction
of the skew-symmetric linearizations.

We recall that, if q is a permutation of {0 : h}, then q can be expressed in column
standard form; more precisely,

csf(q) = (ts+1 + 1 : ts, ts−2 + 1 : ts − 1, . . . , t0 + 1 : t1, 0 : t0),
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with h = ts > ts−1 > · · · > t2 > t1 > t0 ≥ 0.
The next three definitions were presented in [5], where examples were also given.
Definition 3.1. Let q be a permutation of {0 : h}, h ≥ 0. Let s be an index

from {0 : h − 1}. The index s is said to be a right index of type 1 relative to q if
there is a string (td−1 + 1:td) in csf(q) such that s = td−1 + 1 < td.

Note that if s is a right index of type 1 relative to q, then (q, s) ∼ (s,q′) where
q′ is also a simple tuple. This observation justifies the following definition.

Definition 3.2. Let q be a permutation of {0 : h}, h ≥ 0. Let csf(q) =
(bw,bw−1, . . . ,b1), where bi = (ti−1 + 1 : ti), i = 1, . . . , w, are the strings of csf(q).
We say that the simple tuple associated with q is csf(q) and denote it by z(q). If
s is a right index of type 1 relative to q, say s = td−1 + 1 < td, then we define the
simple tuple associated with (q, s) as the simple tuple:

• z(q, s) :=
(
bw,bw−1, . . . ,bd+1, b̃d, b̃d−1,bd−2, . . . ,b1

)
, where

b̃d = (td−1 + 2 : td) and b̃d−1 = (td−2 + 1 : td−1 + 1),

if s 6= 0;
• z(q, s) :=

(
bw,bw−1, . . . ,bd, . . . , b̃1, b̃0

)
, where

b̃1 = (1 : t1) and b̃0 = (0),

if s = 0.
Note that z(q, s) is in column standard form by construction and is still a per-

mutation of {0 : h}.
Definition 3.3. Let q be a permutation of {0 : h}, h ≥ 0, and t = (s1, ..., sr) be

a tuple with indices si from {0 : h− 1}, possibly with repetitions. We say that t is a
right index tuple of type 1 relative to q if, for i = 1 : r, si is a right index of type 1 with
respect to z(q, (s1, ..., si−1)), where z(q, (s1, ..., si−1)) := z(z(q, (s1, ..., si−2)), si−1) for
i > 2.

Remark 3.4. If t is a right index tuple of type 1 relative to q, then (q, t) ∼
(t, z(q, t)). In particular, this implies that the end points of (q, t) and z(q, t) coin-
cide.

Next we describe the column standard form of (w, rw), when w is an admissible
tuple and rw is the symmetric complement of w. Note that (w, rw) can be expressed
in column standard form because it satisfies the SIP, as stated in Lemma 3.11 in [4].

Lemma 3.5. Suppose that w is an admissible tuple with index l relative to {0 : h},
h ≥ 0. Let rw be the symmetric complement of w and m = (h− l)/2. Then,

csf(w, rw) = (bm,bm−1, ...,b0),

where bm−i = (h− 2i− 1 : h− 2i+ 1), for i = 1, ...,m− 1, bm = (h− 1 : h) if m > 0,
and

• b0 = (0), if h = l = 0;
• b0 = (0 : 1), if 0 = l < h;
• b0 = (0 : l + 1)revc

, if 0 < l = h;
• b0 = (0 : l + 1, (0 : l)revc

), if 0 < l < h.
Proof. We have csf(w) = (b̃m, ..., b̃0), where b̃m−i = (h − 2i − 1 : h − 2i) for

i = 0, ...,m− 1, and b̃0 = (0 : l).
If h = l = 0, then rw is empty and the result is trivially true. If 0 = l < h, then

(w, rw) ∼
(
b̃m, ..., b̃1, b̃0, h− 1, h− 3, . . . , 1

)
.
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Note that in this case m ≥ 1. If l > 0, then

(w, rw) ∼
(
b̃m, ..., b̃0, h− 1, h− 3, ..., l + 3, l + 1, (0 : l)revc

)
.

In both cases, using the commutativity relations for indices, it follows that (w, rw)
has the claimed column standard form.

In the next lemma we consider the tuples that will be key in the construction
of the skew-symmetric linearizations and show that they satisfy the SIP, a condition
that will be necessary for our purposes.

Lemma 3.6. Let w be an admissible tuple with indices from {0 : h}, h ≥ 0, and
rw be the symmetric complement of w. If t is a right index tuple of type 1 relative to
rev(w), then (rev(t),w, rw, t) satisfies the SIP.

Proof. By Lemma 3.11 in [4], (w, rw) and rw are symmetric. Thus,

(w, rw) ∼ rev(w, rw) ∼ (rev(rw), rev(w)) ∼ (rw, rev(w)). (3.1)

By Lemma 2.16 in [5], (rev(w), t) satisfies the SIP. By Lemma 3.11 in [4], (w, rw), and
therefore (rw, rev(w)), satisfies the SIP. Thus, (w, rw, t) ∼ (rw, rev(w), t) satisfies the
SIP, as rev(w) is a permutation of {0 : h}. Since (rev(t),w) also satisfies the SIP,
and again because w is a permutation of {0 : h}, the result follows.

Remark 3.7. It can easily be seen that, if w is an admissible tuple relative to
{0 : h} and rw is the symmetric complement of w, then rw is a right index tuple of
type 1 relative to w. Moreover, because of Remark 3.4 and (3.1), z(w, rw) ∼ rev(w).
Thus, taking into account Remark 3.4, the end points of (w, rw) and rev(w) coincide.

3.2. Construction of skew-symmetric linearizations from FPR. As shown
in [7, Theorem 7.22] and [19, Lemma 6.11], any skew-symmetric matrix polynomial
of odd degree or of even degree with even size has a skew-symmetric strong lineariza-
tion. However, no skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of even degree and odd size has
a strong linearization with the same structure.

Here we construct a family of FPR with the following property: for each pencil
LP (λ) in this family, there exists some block-signature matrix S (independent of P (λ))
such that SLP (λ) is a skew-symmetric strong linearization of the matrix polynomial
P (λ) whenever P (λ) is skew-symmetric, as long as LP (λ) satisfies the nonsingularity
conditions (see Definition 4.5 in [4]). This family includes all the FPR that are
skew-symmetric as well. We observe that, for the singular skew-symmetric matrix
polynomials of even degree for which no linearizations with the same structure exist,
no pencil LP (λ) in our family satisfies the nonsingularity conditions.

From now on we assume that the matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k ≥ 2 given
in (1.1) is skew-symmetric, which implies that

MT
i = Sk−iMiSk−i+1 = Sk−i+1MiSk−i, (3.2)

for i = 0 : k, where the matrices Sj are the block-signature matrices given in Definition
2.1.

Lemma 3.8. Let LP (λ) be a FPR of the form (2.2) with degree k ≥ 2, depending
on the coefficients of P (λ). Let S be a fixed nk×nk block-signature matrix. If SLP (λ)
is skew-symmetric for any skew-symmetric matrix polynomial P (λ), then (lq,q, rq),
(lq, rq), (lz, z, rz), and (lz, rz) are symmetric tuples.

Proof. Assume that SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric for some block-signature matrix
S. Here we focus on the tuples (lq,q, rq) and (lz, rz). The proof that (lz, z, rz) and
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(lq, rq) are symmetric can be done similarly. Since SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric, we
have

(SMlz,lq,q,rq,rz )T = −SMlz,lq,q,rq,rz

or equivalently,

MT
lz,rz

MT
lq,q,rq

= −SMlz,rz
Mlq,q,rq

S. (3.3)

Since (lz, rz) is a tuple with indices from {−k : −h − 2} and (lq,q, rq) has indices
from {0 : h}, we have that

Mlz,rz
= H1 ⊕ In(h+1) and Mlq,q,rq

= In(k−h−1) ⊕H2,

for some H1 ∈Mn(k−h−1) and H2 ∈Mn(h+1). Let S = S′⊕S′′, with S′ ∈Mn(k−h−1).
Then, (3.3) is equivalent to

MT
lz,rz

= ((−S′)⊕ In(h+1))Mlz,rz
(S′ ⊕ In(h+1))

and, simultaneously,

MT
lq,q,rq

= (In(k−h−1) ⊕ (−S′′))Mlq,q,rq
(In(k−h−1) ⊕ S′′). (3.4)

Since (lq,q, rq) satisfies the SIP, rev(lq,q, rq) also satisfies the SIP. Thus, the blocks in
both Mrev(lq,q,rq) and Mlq,q,rq are of the form 0, In, and −Ai for some i’s [21]. Since
MT

lq,q,rq
= revtr(Mrev(lq,q,rq)) is the matrix obtained from Mrev(lq,q,rq) by changing

the signs of all the blocks −Ai, it is clear that for (3.4) to be satisfied, that is, in order
to get MT

lq,q,rq
from Mlq,q,rq

by changing the signs of some blocks, we should have
Mrev(lq,q,rq) = Mlq,q,rq . By Lemma 4.2 in [4], this implies that (lq,q, rq) is symmetric.
Similarly, we get that (lz, rz) is symmetric.

A consequence of Lemma 3.8 and [4, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5] is the following.
Corollary 3.9. Let LP (λ) be a FPR of the form (2.2) depending on the co-

efficients of P (λ). Let S be a fixed nk × nk block-signature matrix. If SLP (λ) is
skew-symmetric for any skew-symmetric matrix polynomial P (λ), then LP (λ) is block-
symmetric for any P (λ).

We then have the following consequence of Corollary ??.
Corollary 3.10. Let LP (λ) = λL1 − L0 be a FPR of the form(2.2) depending

on the coefficients of P (λ). If LP (λ) is skew-symmetric for all skew-symmetric P (λ),
then no block In can appear in L1 and L0. On the other hand, if LP (λ) is block-
symmetric and no block In appears in L1 and L0, then LP (λ) is skew-symmetric for
every skew-symmetric P (λ).

We note however that LP (λ) being block-symmetric is not sufficient for SLP (λ)
to be skew-symmetric. In fact, the positions of the ±In blocks in the coefficients of
LP (λ) cannot be arbitrary. By [4, Corollary 5.6], LP (λ) can be expressed as a pencil of
the form described in [4, Theorem 5.2]. A restriction on the index tuples in this pencil
is considered here to ensure that SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric for some block-signature
matrix S. Namely, when the additional property of being of type 1 is satisfied by
the tuples tw and tw′ , the identity blocks in the coefficients of the corresponding
block-symmetric FPR appear in “good” positions, that is, by multiplying the FPR by
a convenient signature matrix S, their sign can be fixed so that the skew-symmetry
holds. We note that the pencils in the standard basis of DL(P ) are block-symmetric
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and have no identity blocks for any P (λ). Hence, they belong to the subset of skew-
symmetric FPR and, as we will show, they are in fact the only pencils with this
property.

We next show that if w is an admissible tuple and rw is the corresponding symmet-
ric complement, then both (w, rw) and rw are skew-symmetric complement-transpose
related.

Lemma 3.11. Let P (λ) be a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2
of the form (1.1). Let w be an admissible tuple with index l relative to {0 : h},
0 ≤ h < k, and rw be the associated symmetric complement. Then

MT
w,rw

= SH�(k−Z)Mw,rw
Sk−Z (3.5)

and

MT
rw

= SH′�(k−Z)Mrw
Sk−Z , (3.6)

where H = {k−h : k}, H ′ = {k−h+1 : k}, and Z is the set of end points of (w, rw).
Proof. Taking into account Lemma 3.5 (using the notation therein), we have

MT
w,rw

= MT
csf(w,rw) = revtr(Mcsf(w,rw))

= revtr(Mbm
)revtr(Mbm−1) · · · revtr(Mb1)revtr(Mb0),

where m = (h− l)/2. By (3.2), if m > 0

revtr(Mbm) = Sk−h+2Mh−1:hSk−h.

Also, since bm−i = (h− 2i− 1 : h− 2i+ 1) for i = 1 : m− 1, we get

revtr(Mbm−i
) = Sk−h+2i+2Mbm−i

Sk−h+2i−1, i = 1 : m− 1.

Finally,

revtr(Mb0) =


Mb0Sk, if h = l = 0,
Mb0Sk−1, if 0 = l < h,
Mb0Sk−h:k, if 0 < l = h,
Mb0Sk−l−1Sk−l+1:k, if 0 < l < h.

Using Proposition 2.2, we get

MT
w,rw

=


Mw,rwSk, if h = l = 0,
Sk−h+2:2kMw,rw

Sk−h+1:2k−1Sk−h, if 0 = l < h,
Mw,rw

Sk−h:k, if 0 < l = h,
Sk−h+2:2k−lMw,rw

Sk−hSk−h+1:2k−l−1Sk−l+1:k, if 0 < l < h.

In all cases, (3.5) follows.
To prove (3.6), observe that

rw =


∅, if h = l = 0,
(h− 1, h− 3, ..., 1), if 0 = l < h,
(0 : h)revc

, if 0 < l = h,
(h− 1, h− 3, ..., l + 1, (0 : l)revc

), if 0 < l < h.

If h = 0, the result is immediate.
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If 0 = l < h, then MT
rw

= Sk−h+2:2kMrw
Sk−h+1:2k−1. Note that Sk−Z = Sk−h

Sk−h+1:2k−1 and SH′�(k−Z) = Sk−hSk−h+2:2k. Since Sk−h commutes with Mrw
, the

result follows. The other two cases can be proven similarly.
We now extend the claim in Lemma 3.11 for (w, rw) to tuples of the form

(rev(t),w, rw, t) by showing that they are skew-symmetric complement-transpose re-
lated.

Lemma 3.12. Let P (λ) be a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2
of the form (1.1). Let w be an admissible tuple relative to {0 : h}, 0 ≤ h < k, and rw

be the symmetric complement of w. Let t, with indices from {0 : h − 1}, be a right
index tuple of type 1 relative to rev(w). Then,

MT
rev(t),w,rw,t = SH�(k−Z)Mrev(t),w,rw,tSk−Z ,

and

MT
rev(t),rw,t = SH′�(k−Z)Mrev(t),rw,tSk−Z ,

where H = {k − h : k}, H ′ = {k − h + 1 : k}, and Z is the set of end points of
(w, rw, t).

Proof. We prove the result by induction on the length of t. If t is empty, the
result follows from Lemma 3.11.

Assume that t = (t′, s), where s is a single index. Note that, by Remark 3.7,
rev(w) ∼ z(w, rw). Thus, t is a right index tuple of type 1 relative to z(w, rw). Let
z(w, rw, t) = z(z(w, rw), t)) = (am : bm, ..., a1 : b1, a0 : b0). Since s is a right index
of type 1 relative to z(w, rw, t′), we have z(w, rw, t′) = (am : bm, ..., bi : bi+1, ai :
bi − 1, . . . , a1 : b1, a0 : b0), where bi = s = ai+1 − 1, for some i = 0 : m− 1. Note that
bi+1 ≥ ai+1 > bi. We have

MT
rev(t),w,rw,t = MT

s M
T
rev(t′),w,rw,t′M

T
s .

Observe that t′ is a right index tuple of type 1 relative to rev(w) and, by Remark 3.4,
z(w, rw, t′) and (w, rw, t′) have the same end points. By the inductive hypothesis,

MT
rev(t′),w,rw,t′ = SH�(k−eZ)Mrev(t′),w,rw,t′Sk−eZ ,

where Z̃ = {bm, . . . , bi+1, bi − 1, bi−1, ..., b0}. Thus,

MT
rev(t),w,rw,t = MT

s SH�(k−eZ)Mrev(t′),w,rw,t′Sk−eZMT
s .

Note that MT
s = Sk−s+1MsSk−s = Sk−sMsSk−s+1. Since s−1 = bi−1 ∈ Z̃ and s /∈ Z̃,

as bi+1 > bi, it follows that Sk−eZSk−s+1 commutes with Ms. Taking into account
that SH�(k−eZ) = (In(k−h−1) ⊕ −In(h+1))Sk−eZ , it also follows that SH�(k−eZ)Sk−s+1

commutes with Ms. Thus,

MT
rev(t),w,rw,t = Sk−s+1Sk−sSH�(k−eZ)Mrev(t),w,rw,tSk−eZSk−s+1Sk−s.

Considering Remark 3.4, we have Sk−eZSk−s+1Sk−s = Sk−Z and Sk−s+1Sk−s

SH�(k−eZ) = SH�(k−Z), where Z is as in the statement. Thus, the first claim follows.
The second claim can be proven similarly.

The next lemma allows us to extend Lemma 3.12 to tuples of negative indices.
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Lemma 3.13. Let s be a tuple with indices from {0 : k−1}, k ≥ 2. Let r = −k+s
and S1, S2 be block-signature matrices. Let R be the matrix (2.1). Then, MT

s =
S1MsS2 for any skew-symmetric matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k if and only if

MT
r = (RS1R)Mr (RS2R)

for any skew-symmetric matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k.
Proof. We prove the “only if” implication. Suppose that P (λ) is skew-symmetric.

Observe that for i = −k + j, with j ∈ {0 : k − 1}, Mi = RMj(P ′)R, where P ′(λ) =
−λkP (1/λ) = −rev(P (λ)). Thus,

Mr = RM ′sR, (3.7)

where M ′s denotes Ms1(P ′) · · ·Msl
(P ′), for s = (s1, . . . , sl). Note that P ′(λ) is skew-

symmetric since P (λ) is. Thus, from (3.7) and taking into account the hypothesis, we
have

MT
r = (RM ′sR)T = R (S1M

′
sS2)R

= (RS1R) (RM ′sR) (RS2R)
= (RS1R)Mr (RS2R) .

The “if” implication can be proven with similar arguments.
From the previous lemma we get the next result.
Lemma 3.14. Let P (λ) be a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2

of the form (1.1). Let w be an admissible tuple relative to {0 : k− h− 1}, 0 ≤ h < k,
and rw be the symmetric complement of w. Let t be a right index tuple of type 1
relative to rev(w), with indices from {0 : k − h− 2}. Let z = −k + w, rz = −k + rw

and t′ = −k + t. Then, (rev(t′), z, rz, t′) satisfies the SIP,

MT
rev(t′),z,rz,t′ = SH̃�(1+Z)Mrev(t′),z,rz,t′S1+Z ,

and

MT
rev(t′),rz,t′ = SH̃′�(1+Z)Mrev(t′),rz,t′S1+Z ,

where H̃ = {1 : k − h}, H̃ ′ = {1 : k − h − 1}, and Z is the set of end points of
(w, rw, t).

Proof. The SIP claim follows from Remark 2.17 in [4] and Lemma 3.6. The
second part of the statement follows from Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13, taking into account
that RSk−ZR = S1+Z , RSH�(k−Z)R = SH̃�(1+Z), RSH′�(k−Z)R = SH̃′�(1+Z), where
H = {h+ 1 : k} and H ′ = {h+ 2 : k}.

The next theorem is the main result in this section and gives a characterization of a
family of skew-symmetric strong linearizations of skew-symmetric matrix polynomials
constructed from FPR.

Recall from Corollary ?? that, if SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric for any skew-symmetric
P (λ), where S is a block-signature matrix and LP (λ) is a FPR, then LP (λ) must be
block-symmetric. Then, from [4, Corollary 5.6], LP (λ) must be of the form

λMrev(tw),rev(tz),z,rz,tz,rw,tw
−Mrev(tw),rev(tz),w,rz,tz,rw,tw

(3.8)

for some admissible index tuples w and k + z relative to {0 : h} and {0 : k − h− 1},
respectively, and some tuples tw and k + tz with indices in {0 : h − 1} and {0 :
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k−h−2}, respectively (rw and k+rz are the symmetric complements of w and k+z,
respectively).

In the next theorem we assume that tw and k + tz are index tuples of type 1
relative to rev(w) and rev(k + z). Notice that in this case, by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.14,
the tuples (rev(tw),w, rw, tw) and (rev(tz), z, rz, tz) satisfy the SIP, which implies
that (3.8) is a FPR. By Lemma 3.19 in [4], we also deduce that the index tuples tw

and k+ tz satisfy the SIP and are w-compatible and (k+ z)-compatible, respectively.
Thus, the family of FPR that we construct the skew-symmetric linearizations from is
a subset of the set of block-symmetric FPR described in Corollary 5.6 in [4].

Theorem 3.15. Let k ≥ 2 and h be integers with 0 ≤ h < k. Let w and w′ be
admissible tuples relative to {0 : h} and {0 : k − h− 1}, respectively, and rw and rw′

be the symmetric complements of w and w′, respectively. Let tw with indices from
{0 : h−1} and tw′ with indices from {0 : k−h−2} be index tuples of type 1 relative to
rev(w) and rev(w′), respectively. Let z = −k+w′, rz = −k+rw′ , tz = −k+tw′ . For
a matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k, let LP (λ) be the block-symmetric FPR given
in (3.8) associated with P (λ).

Then, up to multiplication by −1, there exists a unique block-signature matrix S
such that SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric for any skew-symmetric matrix polynomial P (λ)
of degree k. Moreover, S = Sk−hSk−ZS1+Z′ , where Z and Z ′ are the sets of end
points of (w, rw, tw) and (w′, rw′ , tw′), respectively. Additionally, if LP (λ) satisfies
the nonsingularity conditions, then the pencil SLP (λ) is a skew-symmetric strong
linearization of P (λ).

Proof. Let LP (λ) = λL1 − L0, with L1 = Mrev(tw),rev(tz),z,rz,tz,rw,tw
and L0 =

Mrev(tw),rev(tz),w,rz,tz,rw,tw
. In order to show that SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric when

P (λ) is, where S = Sk−hSk−ZS1+Z′ , we need to see that

SLT
0 S = −L0 (3.9)

and

SLT
1 S = −L1. (3.10)

We show (3.9). The proof of (3.10) is analogous. Let H = {k − h : k} and
H̃ ′ = {1 : k − h− 1}. Taking into account Lemmas 3.12 and 3.14, we have

LT
0 = MT

rev(tw),w,rw,tw
MT

rev(tw),rz,tz

=
(
SH�(k−Z)Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw

Sk−Z

) (
S eH′�(1+Z′)Mrev(tz),rz,tz

S1+Z′

)
= SH�(k−Z)S eH′�(1+Z′)Sk−hMrev(tw),w,rw,tw

Mrev(tz),rz,tz
Sk−hSk−ZS1+Z′

Note that 1+Z ′, H̃ ′�(1+Z ′) ⊆ {1 : k−h}. Moreover, k−h ∈ H̃ ′�(1+Z ′) since k−h ∈
1 + Z ′ but k − h /∈ H̃ ′. Thus, the block-signature matrix Sk−hS eH′�(1+Z′) commutes
with Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw

. Additionally, Sk−hSk−Z commutes with Mrev(tz),rz,tz
.

Finally, note that, from Remark 2.3, SH�(k−Z) =
(
In(k−h−1) ⊕−In(h+1)

)
Sk−Z

and S eH′�(1+Z′) = (−In(k−h−1) ⊕ In(h+1))S1+Z′ . Thus, it follows that

SH�(k−Z)S eH′�(1+Z′) = −Sk−ZS1+Z′ ,
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showing (3.9).
Now we show the uniqueness of S. Suppose that SLP (λ) and S′LP (λ) are skew-

symmetric when P (λ) is, where S′ is a block-signature matrix. Consider the decom-
positions of S, S = T1U1 = T2U2 , where T1, U1, T2, U2 have the forms In(k−h−1)⊕ [?],
[?]⊕ In(h+1), [?]⊕ Inh and In(k−h) ⊕ [?], respectively, and the corresponding decom-
positions of S′, S′ = T ′1U

′
1 = T ′2U

′
2. Since SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric, we have

LT
0 = −SL0S = −U1T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw

Mrev(tz),rz,tz
T1U1

= −(T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
T1)(U1Mrev(tz),rz,tz

U1)

and

LT
1 = −SL1S = −(T2Mrev(tz),z,rz,tz

T2)(U2Mrev(tw),rw,tw
U2).

Taking into account the form of the matrices, it follows that

MT
rev(tw),w,rw,tw

= (In(k−h−1) ⊕−In(h+1))T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
T1, (3.11)

and

MT
rev(tz),z,rz,tz

= (−In(k−h) ⊕ Inh)T2Mrev(tz),z,rz,tz
T2. (3.12)

Analogously, since S′LP (λ) is skew-symmetric, conditions (3.11) and (3.12) hold with
T1 replaced by T ′1 and T2 replaced by T ′2. By Remark 2.8, Lemma 2.10 and Corollary
2.9, either T1 = T ′1 or T1 = (In(k−h−1) ⊕−In(h+1))T ′1. Also, by Remark 2.8, Lemmas
2.10 and 3.13 and Corollary 2.9, we have T ′2 = T2 or T ′2 = (−In(k−h) ⊕ Inh)T2. Since
the entries in position (k−h, k−h) of T1 and T2, and of T ′1 and T ′2, coincide, we have
that either S′ = S or S′ = −S.

The last claim in the statement follows from Lemma 4.4 in [4].
Observe that the matrix S given by Theorem 3.15 does not depend on P (λ) but

just on the tuples w, rw, tw, w′, rw′ , tw′ .
If in Theorem 3.15 both admissible tuples w and w′ have index 0, and 0 is neither

in tw nor in tw′ , then LP (λ) satisfies the nonsingularity conditions. Thus, if k is odd,
by choosing h even and w, w′, tw and tw′ as just described, our theorem produces
skew-symmetric linearizations.

When k is even, P (λ) has even size n, and either Ak or A0 is nonsingular, Theo-
rem 3.15 also gives skew-symmetric strong linearizations of P (λ) when P (λ) is skew-
symmetric. More precisely, if det(Ak) 6= 0, by choosing h even, w of index 0, and tw

not containing 0, we get strong skew-symmetric linearizations, independently of A0

being nonsingular or not. If det(Ak) = 0, then our theorem produces strong skew-
symmetric linearizations if and only if A0 is nonsingular, as w′ must be of index 0
and w must be of odd index.

If k is even and n is odd (note that in this case, the skew-symmetry of P (λ)
implies det(Ai) = 0 for i = 0 : k), our theorem does not give strong skew-symmetric
linearizations of P (λ) (as expected [7, Theorem 7.22]). In fact, in this case, since h
and k − h− 1 cannot be both even, either −k is in (lz, rz) or 0 is in (lq, rq).

Note that, if P (λ) is regular, k is even, and det(Ak) = det(A0) = 0, our theorem
does not give strong skew-symmetric linearizations of P (λ), although strong skew-
symmetric linearizations exist in this case [7, Theorem 7.22].

Example 3.16. Let P (λ) be a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of degree k = 5
as in (1.1). Here we give all the distinct skew-symmetric pencils associated with P (λ)
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given by Theorem 3.15. If the pencil satisfies the nonsingularity conditions, then it is
a strong linearization of P (λ).

w w′ tw tw′ S
(0) (3:4, 1:2, 0) ∅ ∅ S2S4:5

(0) (3:4, 1:2, 0) ∅ (0) S1:2S4:5

(0) (3:4, 1:2, 0) ∅ (2) S3:5

(0) (3:4, 1:2, 0) ∅ (2, 0) S1S3:5

(0) (3:4, 1:2, 0) ∅ (2, 0, 1) S2:5

(0) (3:4, 1:2, 0) ∅ (2,0,1,0) −I
(0:1) (2:3, 0:1) ∅ ∅ S1S3:5

(0:1) (2:3, 0:1) ∅ (1) S2:5

(0:1) (2:3, 0:1) ∅ (1,0) −I
(1:2,0) (1:2,0) ∅ ∅ S2:4

(1:2,0) (1:2,0) (0) ∅ S2:5

(1:2,0) (1:2,0) ∅ (0) S1:4

(1:2,0) (1:2, 0) (0) (0) −I
(2:3, 0:1) (0:1) ∅ ∅ S1:2S3S5

(2:3, 0:1) (0:1) (1) ∅ S1:4

(2:3, 0:1) (0:1) (1,0) ∅ −I
(3:4, 1:2, 0) (0) ∅ ∅ S1:2S4

(3:4, 1:2, 0) (0) (0) ∅ S1:2S4:5

(3:4, 1:2, 0) (0) (2) ∅ S1:3

(3:4, 1:2, 0) (0) (2, 0) ∅ S1:3S5

(3:4, 1:2, 0) (0) (2, 0, 1) ∅ S1:4

(3:4, 1:2, 0) (0) (2,0,1,0) ∅ −I

Note that if the matrix S given by Theorem 3.15 equals −Ink, then the pencil
LP (λ) is skew-symmetric when the matrix polynomial P (λ) is. Also observe that we
get S = −Ink when the tuples tw and tw′ have the largest possible number of indices.
In fact, the corresponding pencils are precisely the pencils in the standard basis for
DL(P ) introduced in [12]. In Corollary 3.20, we prove that these are the only FPR
that are skew-symmetric when P (λ) is.

Next we give explicitly the pencil corresponding to one of the cases in the previous
table, which is not in DL(P ). Notice that all the pencils are obtained from the block-
symmetric pencils presented in [4, Corollary 5.6], corresponding to the same tuples,
by changing the sign of some blocks.

Let w = (0), w′ = (3 : 4, 1 : 2, 0), tw = ∅, and tw′ = (2, 0, 1). Then,

SLP (λ) = λ


0 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 −A5 −A4

0 0 −A5 −A4 −A3

0 −A5 −A4 −A3 −A2

−I −A4 −A3 −A2 −A1

−


0 0 0 I 0
0 0 −A5 −A4 0
0 −A5 −A4 −A3 0
−I −A4 −A3 −A2 0
0 0 0 0 A0

 .

A natural question is if we could extend the family of skew-symmetric lineariza-
tions given in Theorem 3.15 by suppressing the condition on tw and/or tw′ of being
index tuples of type 1. The analysis of some examples show that, in general, this is
not the case. We include one such example.

Example 3.17. Let P (λ) be a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of degree k.
Let LP (λ) be an FPR as in (3.8) with w = (4 : 5, 2 : 3, 0 : 1) and tw = (3, 2). Note
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that tw is not of type 1 relative to rev(w). Then, we have (rev(tw),w, rw, tw) ∼ (2 :
5, 2 : 4, 0 : 3, 2, 0) and Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw

= In(k−6) ⊕H, where

H =


−A5 −A4 −A3 −A2 I 0
−A4 −A3 −A2 I 0 0
−A3 −A2 −A1 0 0 −A0

−A2 I 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −A0 0 0 0

 .

Assume that there exists S such that SLP (λ) is skew-symmetric and let S = S′ ⊕
S′′ where S′′ ∈ M6n. Then HT = −S′′HS′′, which implies S′′(1, 1)S′′(5, 5) =
S′′(2, 2)S′′(4, 4) = −In, and S′′(1, 1)S′′(2, 2) = S′′(1, 1)S′′(4, 4) = In. This leads
to S′′(4, 4) = −S′′(4, 4), a contradiction.

We finish this section by describing the tuples (lq,q, rq) and (lz, z, rz) for which
the associated FPR is skew-symmetric when P (λ) is. Recall from Corollary 3.9 that
for a FPR to be skew-symmetric, no block in the matrix coefficients can be the identity
matrix. The next lemma characterizes the tuples that produce such matrices.

Lemma 3.18. Let P (λ) be a matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2 of the form
(1.1). Let t be an index tuple satisfying the SIP with indices from {0 : h}, 0 ≤ h <
k, and such that h is the largest index in t. Then, Mt = Ik−h−1 ⊕ H for some
(h+ 1)× (h+ 1) matrix H. Moreover, all blocks in H are either 0 or −Ai if and only
if t ∼ (0 : h+ 1)revc .

Proof. Note that, for 0 ≤ i ≤ h, M0:i = Ik−i−1 ⊕ T, where

T =


−Ai

−Ai−1

... Ini

−A1

−A0 0

 . (3.13)

Taking this into account, it can be proven, by induction on h, that

M(0:h+1)revc
= Ik−h−1 ⊕H,

where

H =


−Ah −Ah−1 · · · −A1 −A0

−Ah−1 −Ah−2 · · · −A0 0
−Ah−2 −Ah−3 · · · 0 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
−A0 0 · · · 0 0

 .

Thus, one implication follows.
Now we prove the converse by contradiction. Assume that t is an index tuple

satisfying the SIP with indices from {0 : h}, where h is the largest index in t. Let
csf(t) = (bm, ...,b1,b0), m ≥ 0, where bi = (ai : bi), with ai ≤ bi, i = 1 : m, and
bi > bi−1 for i = 2 : m. Moreover, since t is not equivalent to (0 : h + 1)revc

, one of
the following conditions holds: i) b0 = (0 : l + 1)revc

, m ≥ 1, b1 > l and b1 > l + 1 if
a1 = 0, or ii) b0 = (a0 : b0) with a0 > 0 and b1 > b0 if m > 0.
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Let Mt = Ik−h−1 ⊕ H. We prove, by induction on m, that H contains at least
one block equal to In. We have Mbi

= Ik−bi−1 ⊕ Ti, i = 1, ...,m, where

Ti =



−Abi

−Abi−1

... In(bi−ai+1) 0
−Aai

In 0 0
0 0 In(ai−1)


, if ai 6= 0,

and Ti has the form (3.13), with i replaced with bi, if ai = 0.
Suppose that i) holds. If b1 > l + 1, then the first row of Mb1M(0:l+1)revc

is
[−Ab1 In 0]. If b1 = l+ 1, then a1 6= 0 and the (k− a1 + 1)th row of Mb1M(0:l+1)revc

is
[In 0 · · · 0].

If ii) holds then T0 contains the block In in position (1, 2).
Thus, if either i) holds and m = 1 or ii) holds and m = 0, the result follows.
Now suppose that either i) holds and m > 1 or ii) holds and m > 0. Let

Mbi,...,b0 = Ik−bi−1 ⊕ Wi. By the induction hypothesis, the matrix Wi contains a
block In, say in position (r, j). Note that Ti+1 contains a block In in columns 2 : bi +1.
Then, Ti+1(Ibi+1−bi

⊕Wi) contains a block equal to the identity in the jth column,
which implies that H contains some block equal to In, proving the claim.

The next lemma is a technical result useful to determine necessary and sufficient
conditions for a FPR as in (2.2) to be skew-symmetric when P (λ) is.

Lemma 3.19. Let q be a permutation of {0 : h} and lq, rq be tuples with indices
from {0 : h− 1}. Suppose that (lq,q, rq) ∼ (0 : h+ 1)revc . Then, (lq, rq) ∼ (0 : h)revc .

Proof. Let csf(q) = (bm, ...,b1,b0), where bi = (ai : bi), with ai = bi−1 + 1, are
the strings of csf(q). The tuple (0 : h + 1)revc

is equivalent to a tuple of the form
(l′q,q, r

′
q), with l′q = (lm, ..., l2, l1), where li = (0 : ai−1), and r′q = (rm−1, ..., r1, r0, (0 :

h−m)revc), where ri = (bi + 1 : h−m+ i). By Lemma 2.14 in [4], (lq, rq) ∼ (l′q, r
′
q).

Since (l′q, r
′
q) ∼ (lm, rm−1, ..., l2, r1, l1, r0, (0 : h−m)revc) and (li, ri−1) ∼ (0 : h−m+

i− 1), the result follows.
We now describe the FPR that are skew-symmetric when the associated matrix

polynomial P (λ) is. These pencils form precisely the standard basis for DL(P ). Note
the expression for these pencils given in the proof of [4, Lemma 5.7]. When the
nonsingularity conditions are satisfied, they are strong linearizations of P (λ).

Corollary 3.20. Let P (λ) be a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial of degree
k ≥ 2 of the form (1.1) and let LP (λ) be a FPR of the form (2.2). Then LP (λ) is skew-
symmetric if and only if (lq,q, rq) ∼ (0 : h+1)revc

and k+(lz, z, rz) ∼ (0 : k−h)revc
.

Proof. Suppose that LP (λ) is skew-symmetric. Taking into account the forms
of the matrices Mlq,q,rq

Mlz,rz, and Mlz,z,rz
Mlq,rq

, it follows from Corollary 3.9 that
the principal submatrices of Mlq,q,rq and Mlz,z,rz

lying on the block rows k − h : k
and 1 : k − h, respectively, contain no block equal to In. Now the claim follows from
Lemma 3.18.

To prove the converse, suppose that (lq,q, rq) ∼ (0 : h+1)revc
and k+(lz, z, rz) ∼

(0 : k − h)revc
. By Lemma 3.19, we have

LP (λ) = λM−k+w′,−k+rw′ ,rw
−Mw,rw,−k+rw′ .

where w = (0 : h), rw = (0 : h)revc
, w′ = (0 : k− h− 1) and rw′ = (0 : k− h− 1)revc

.
By Theorem 3.15, −LP (λ) is skew-symmetric (the matrix S given by the theorem is
−Ink.), which implies that LP (λ) is also skew-symmetric.
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We observe that from Corollary 3.20 and its proof, it follows that the FPR that are
skew-symmetric linearizations of a skew-symmetric matrix polynomial are included
in the family given by Theorem 3.15. Moreover, these pencils are precisely those in
the standard basis for DL(P ) (see the proof of [4, Lemma 5.7]).

4. T-alternating strong linearizations. In this section we study T-alternating
strong linearizations of T-alternating matrix polynomials obtained from FPR.

It is known [20] that not all T-alternating matrix polynomials P (λ) have T-
alternating strong linearizations of different parity. Moreover, not all T-alternating
matrix polynomials P (λ) of even degree have T-alternating strong linearizations with
the same parity as P (λ). However, any T-alternating matrix polynomial P (λ) (regular
or singular) of odd degree has a T-alternating strong linearization with the same parity
as P (λ) [20, Theorem 5.4].

Here we first study the existence of T-even (respectively, T-odd) strong lineariza-
tions of a T-even (respectively, T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ) in the set of FPR
and show that no FPR LP (λ) preserves the T-alternating structure of a matrix poly-
nomial. Then we consider pencils of the form SLP (λ), where LP (λ) is a FPR and
S is a block-signature matrix, and give some necessary conditions for SLP (λ) to
be T-alternating with the same parity as P (λ), in particular, that LP (λ) must be
block-symmetric. Finally, we describe a class of block-symmetric FPR such that, for
any pencil LP (λ) in this class and some block-signature matrix S (not depending on
P (λ)), SLP (λ) is a T-alternating strong linearization with the same parity as the
T-alternating matrix polynomial P (λ), as long as LP (λ) satisfies the nonsingularity
conditions. Notice that our procedure will produce T-alternating pencils even when
the nonsingularity conditions are not satisfied. But, in those cases, these pencils may
not be strong linearizations of the matrix polynomial. In particular, the nonsingular-
ity conditions of the pencils we obtain do not hold when the T-alternating polynomial
has no T-alternating strong linearizations.

In the next result we consider the problem of the existence of T-alternating FPR
associated with T-alternating matrix polynomials.

Theorem 4.1. No FPR LP (λ), depending on the coefficients of the matrix poly-
nomial P (λ) of the form (1.1) with degree k ≥ 2, is always T-even or always T-odd
for any T-even (respectively, T-odd) matrix polynomial.

Proof. Assume that P (λ), as in (1.1), is T-even (a similar argument leads to the
same conclusion in the T-odd case). Let LP (λ) = λL1 − L0 be a FPR of the form
(2.2), where L0 = Mlq,q,rq

Mlz,rz
and L1 = Mlz,z,rz

Mlq,rq
. If LP (λ) is T-odd, then

LT
1 = L1, and LT

0 = −L0.

But the last equality cannot hold because L0 contains the block −A0 and AT
0 = A0.

Now suppose that LP (λ) is T-even. Then,

LT
1 = −L1 and LT

0 = L0. (4.1)

We have q = (0), as otherwise the matrix L0 would contain the block −A1, which
cannot happen because of the second equality in (4.1) and the fact that AT

1 = −A1.
On the other hand, if q = (0) the matrix L1 contains the block A2 (as k ≥ 2), which
cannot happen because of the first equality in (4.1) and the fact that AT

2 = A2.
The next lemma gives necessary conditions for SLP (λ) to be T-alternating when

P (λ) is, where LP (λ) is a FPR and S is a block-signature matrix. Its proof is omitted
as it is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.8.
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Lemma 4.2. Let LP (λ) be a FPR of the form (2.2) of degree k ≥ 2, depending on
the coefficients of P (λ). Let S be a fixed nk × nk block-signature matrix. If SLP (λ)
is T-even (resp. T-odd) for any T-even (resp. T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ), then
(lq,q, rq), (lq, rq), (lz, z, rz), and (lz, rz) are symmetric tuples.

A consequence of Lemma 4.2 and [4, Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5] is the following.
Corollary 4.3. Let LP (λ) be a FPR of the form (2.2) depending on the coeffi-

cients of P (λ). Let S be a fixed nk× nk block-signature matrix. If SLP (λ) is T-even
(resp. T-odd) for any T-even (resp. T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ), then LP (λ) is
block-symmetric for any P (λ).

Remark 4.4. Suppose that SLP (λ) is a T-even (respectively, T-odd) pencil for
any T-even (respectively, T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ), where LP (λ) is a FPR de-
pending on the coefficients of P (λ), which must be block-symmetric. From [4, Corol-
lary 5.6], and Corollary ?? we can conclude that, when k is even and both coefficients
A0 and Ak of P (λ) are singular, LP (λ) does not satisfy the nonsingularity conditions,
since h and k − h− 1 cannot be both even and, therefore, −k is in (lz, rz) or 0 is in
(lq, rq).

4.1. T-alternating products for admissible tuples. In this section we study
the relationship between the matrices MT

s and Ms, when P (λ) is a T-alternating
matrix polynomial and s is either (w, rw) or rw, where w is an admissible tuple
relative to {0 : h}, 0 ≤ h < k, and rw is the symmetric complement of w. We consider
separately the T-even and T-odd cases. The results in this section will be given for
tuples of nonnegative integers. The next lemma allows us to state parallel results for
tuples of negative integers.

Lemma 4.5. Let s be a tuple with indices from {0 : k− 1}, k ≥ 2. Let r = −k+ s
and S1, S2 be block-signature matrices. Let R be the matrix (2.1). Then, MT

s =
S1MsS2 for any T -even (resp. T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k if and only
if

MT
r = (RS1R)Mr (RS2R)

for any T-even (resp. T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ), if k is even, and for any T-odd
(resp. T-even) matrix polynomial P (λ), if k is odd.

Proof. We prove the claim not in parentheses. The proof of the other claim is
similar. We show the “if” implication. The “only if” implication can be proven using
similar arguments. Suppose that P (λ) is T-even in order to show that MT

s = S1MsS2.
Observe that for i = −k + j, with j ∈ {0 : k − 1}, Mi(P ′) = RMjR, where P ′(λ) =
−rev(P (λ)) = −λkP (1/λ). Then, we have

Ms = RM ′rR, (4.2)

where M ′r denotes Mr1(P ′) · · ·Mrl
(P ′), for r = (r1, . . . , rl). Note that P ′(λ) is T -even

if k is even, and is T -odd if k is odd. Suppose that k is even. Then, by hypothesis,
we have

(M ′r)T = (RS1R)M ′r(RS2R). (4.3)

From (4.2) and (4.3), we have

MT
s = (RM ′rR)T = S1RM

′
rRS2

= S1MsS2.
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The case in which k is odd can be proven similarly.
Let s = (w, rw) or s = rw, where w is an admissible tuple of index l relative to {0 :

h}, 0 ≤ h < k, and rw is the symmetric complement of w. In the next subsections we
show that, in both the T-even and the T-odd cases, s is either direct-transpose related
or complement-transpose related. Moreover, (w, rw) is direct-transpose related if and
only if rw is complement-transpose related. We also give block-signature matrices
S and S′ such that MT

s = S′MsS. The other possible choices of S and S′ can be
obtained by using Lemma 2.10, taking into account Remark 2.8, which characterizes
the connected components of (w, rw) and rw needed for the application of the lemma.

4.1.1. The T-even case. Here we assume that P (λ) is T -even. In this case, we
have MT

i = Mi if i is even and MT
i = Sk−iMiSk−i+1 = Sk−i+1MiSk−i if i is odd. The

main result here shows that if w is an admissible tuple and rw is the corresponding
symmetric complement then, depending on the parity of the index of w, either (w, rw)
is T-even direct-transpose related and rw is T-even complement-transpose related, or
(w, rw) is T-even complement-transpose related and rw is T-even direct-transpose
related.

The next proposition is used in the proof of Lemma 4.6.
Proposition 4.6. Let P (λ) be a T -even matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2. Let

s = (0 : l + 1)revc for some 0 ≤ l < k. Then,

MT
s =

{
SJMsSH�J if l is odd,
SJ′MsSJ′ if l is even, (4.4)

or, equivalently,

MT
s =

{
SH�JMsSJ if l is odd,
SH�J′MsSH�J′ if l is even, (4.5)

where J = {k − l :2 k − 1}, J ′ = {k − l + 1 :2 k − 1} and H = {k − l : k}.
Proof. Note that, for each l, the expressions for MT

s in (4.4) and (4.5) are equal,
as the one in (4.5) is obtained from that in (4.4) by multiplying it on the left and
on the right by the matrix Ik−l−1 ⊕ −Il+1, which commutes with Ms. We prove the
expressions in (4.4) by induction on l. We use Proposition 2.2. For l = 0 we have
s = (0). Since MT

0 = M0, the claim follows in this case. It is easy to see that
MT

0:1,0 = Sk−1M0:1,0Sk, proving the claim for l = 1. Assume now that l is even. For l
odd the proof is similar. By the inductive hypothesis and taking into account that s
is symmetric, we have

MT
(0:l+1)revc

= revtr(M0:l)MT
(0:l)revc

= (Sk−l+1:2k−1M0:lSk−l+2:2k)
(
Sk−l+2:2kM(0:l)revc

Sk−l+1:2k−1

)
= Sk−l+1:2k−1M(0:l+1)revc

Sk−l+1:2k−1.

Lemma 4.7. Let P (λ) be a T -even matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2. Let w be
an admissible tuple of index l relative to {0 : h}, with 0 ≤ l ≤ h < k. Let rw be the
symmetric complement of w.

• If l is even, then

MT
w,rw

= SJMw,rw
SJ , and MT

rw
= SJMrw

SH�J , (4.6)
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where

J =
{
{k − h+ 1 :4 k − l − 3, k − h+ 4 :4 k − l, k − l + 1 :2 k − 1} if h− l ≡ 0 mod 4,
{k − h+ 1 :4 k − l − 1, k − h+ 4 :4 k − l − 2, k − l + 2 :2 k} if h− l ≡ 2 mod 4,

and H = {k − h+ 1 : k}.
• If l is odd, then

MT
w,rw

= SJMw,rwSH�J , and MT
rw

= SJMrwSJ , (4.7)

where

J =
{
{k − h :4 k − l − 4, k − h+ 3 :4 k − l − 1, k − l :2 k − 1} if h− l ≡ 0 mod 4,
{k − h+ 2 :4 k − l − 4, k − h+ 1 :4 k − l − 1, k − l :2 k − 1} if h− l ≡ 2 mod 4,

and H = {k − h : k}.
Proof. We assume that l is even. Note that in this case h is even as well. The

proof when l is odd is similar. The proof is by induction on the number h − l. We
first prove the claim for Mw,rw

. If h− l = 0, the claim follows from Proposition 4.5.
Suppose that h− l = 2. Taking into account Proposition 4.5, we get

MT
w,rw

=
(
MT

l+1Ml+2

)
MT

(0:l+1)revc
MT

l+1

= (Sk−l−1Ml+1Sk−lMl+2)
(
Sk−l:2kM(0:l+1)revc

Sk−l:2k

)
(Sk−lMl+1Sk−l−1)

= Sk−l−1Sk−l+2:2kMl+1:l+2M(0:l+1)revc
Sk−l+2:2kMl+1Sk−l−1

= Sk−l−1Sk−l+2:2kMw,rw
Sk−l+2:2kSk−l−1,

which proves the first claim in (4.6) when h− l = 2. Now suppose that h− l ≥ 4. We
have

(w, rw) ∼ (h− 1 : h,w′, rw′ , h− 1),

where w′ = (h−3 : h−2, . . . , l+1 : l+2, (0 : l+1)revc) and rw′ is the symmetric com-
plement of w′. Using the induction hypothesis and the fact that (w, rw) is symmetric,
we get

MT
w,rw

=
(
MT

h−1Mh

)
MT

w′,rw′
MT

h−1

= (Sk−h+1Mh−1Sk−h+2Mh)MT
w′,rw′

(Sk−h+1Mh−1Sk−h+2)

= (Sk−h+1Mh−1:h)Sk−h+2S
′Mw′,rw′S

′ (Sk−h+1Mh−1Sk−h+2)
= (Sk−h+1S

′Mh−1:h)Sk−h+3:kSk−h+2:kMw′,rw′S
′ (Sk−h+1Mh−1Sk−h+2)

= (Sk−h+1S
′Sk−h+3:kMh−1:h)Mw′,rw′S

′Sk−h+2:k (Sk−h+1Mh−1Sk−h+2)

= (Sk−h+1S
′Sk−h+3:k)

(
Mh−1:hMw′,rw′Mh−1

)
S′Sk−h+2:kSk−h+2Sk−h+1,

where S′ = Sk−h+3:4k−l−3Sk−h+6:4k−lSk−l+1:2k−1 if h − l ≡ 2, ( mod 4), and S′ =
Sk−h+3:4k−l−1Sk−h+6:4k−l−2Sk−l+2:2k if h− l ≡ 0 mod 4. It can be easily seen that
Sk−h+1S

′Sk−h+3:k = SJ , which proves the first claim in (4.6).
Now we prove the claim forMrw . Let J̃ = {k−l+1 :2 k−1} and H̃ = {k−l+1 : k}.

Suppose that h− l = 0. Then, using Proposition 4.5,

MT
rw

= S eJM(0:l)revc
S eH� eJ = Sk−h+1:2k−1MrwSk−h+2:2k = SJMrwSH�J .
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Suppose that h− l = 2. Again, using Proposition 4.5, we have

MT
rw

=
(
S eH� eJM(0:l)revc

S eJ
)

(Sk−l−1Ml+1Sk−l) = S eH� eJSk−l−1M(0:l)revc
Ml+1S eJSk−l

= Sk−l+2:2kSk−l−1Mrw
Sk−l+1:2k−1Sk−l = SJMrw

SH�J .

Note that Sk−l+1:k commutes with Mrw
. Now suppose that h − l ≥ 4. We have

rw ∼ (rw′ , h − 1), where rw′ = ((0 : l)revc
, l + 1, ..., h − 3). Using the induction

hypothesis and the fact that rw is symmetric, we get

MT
rw

=
(
SJ′Mrw′SH′�J′

)
(Sk−h+2Mh−1Sk−h+1)

= SJ′Sk−h+2Mrw′Mh−1SH′�J′Sk−h+1

= SJ′Sk−h+2Sk−h+1:kMrw
Sk−h+1:kSH′�J′Sk−h+1

= SJMrw
SH�J ,

where J ′ = {k − h+ 3 :4 k − l − 3, k − h+ 6 :4 k − l, k − l + 1 :2 k − 1} if h− l ≡ 2 (
mod 4), J ′ = {k− h+ 3 :4 k− l− 1, k− h+ 6 :4 k− l− 2, k− l+ 2 :2 k} if h− l ≡ 0 (
mod 4), and H ′ = {k − h+ 3 : k}.

4.1.2. The T-odd case. We now state a parallel result to Lemma 4.6 for the
case in which the matrix polynomial P (λ) is T -odd. Its proof is omitted as it is similar
to the proof of Lemma 4.6. Note that, when P (λ) is T -odd, we have MT

i = Mi if i is
odd and MT

i = Sk−iMiSk−i+1 = Sk−i+1MiSk−i if i is even.
Lemma 4.8. Let P (λ) be a T -odd matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2. Let w be

an admissible tuple of index l relative to {0 : h}, with 0 ≤ l ≤ h < k. Let rw be the
symmetric complement of w.

• If l is even, then

MT
w,rw

= SJMw,rw
SH�J , and MT

rw
= SJMrw

SJ , (4.8)

where

J =
{
{k − h :4 k − l − 4, k − h+ 3 :4 k − l − 1, k − l :2 k} if h− l ≡ 0 mod 4,
{k − h+ 2 :4 k − l − 4, k − h+ 1 :4 k − l − 1, k − l :2 k} if h− l ≡ 2 mod 4,

and H = {k − h : k}.
• If l is odd, then

MT
w,rw

= SJMw,rw
SJ , and MT

rw
= SJMrw

SH�J , (4.9)

where

J =
{
{k − h+ 1 :4 k − l − 3, k − h+ 4 :4 k − l, k − l + 1 :2 k} if h− l ≡ 0 mod 4,
{k − h+ 1 :4 k − l − 1, k − h+ 4 :4 k − l − 2, k − l + 2 :2 k − 1} if h− l ≡ 2 mod 4,

and H = {k − h+ 1 : k}.

4.2. T-even strong linearizations: auxiliary results. We now derive some
necessary and sufficient conditions on a FPR LP (λ) so that SLP (λ) is T-even for
some block-signature matrix S, when the matrix polynomial P (λ) is.

In the next lemma we show that, if LP (λ) is a FPR of the form (2.2) and SLP (λ) is
T -even, then (lq,q, rq) and (lz, rz) are T-even direct-transpose related, while (lz, z, rz)
and (lq, rq) are T-even complement-transpose related. Note that, because of Corollary
?? and [4, Corollary 5.6], we can assume that LP (λ) has the form considered next.
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Lemma 4.9. Let P (λ) be a T -even matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2 of the
form (1.1). Let h be an integer such that 0 ≤ h < k. Let w and w′ be admissible
tuples relative to {0 : h} and {0 : k − h − 1}, respectively, and rw and rw′ be the
symmetric complements of w and w′, respectively. Let tw and tw′ be tuples with
indices from {0 : h−1} and {0 : k−h−2}, respectively, such that (rev(tw),w, rw, tw)
and (rev(tw′),w′, rw′ , tw′) satisfy the SIP. Let z = −k + w′, rz = −k + rw′ and
tz = −k + tw′ . Let LP (λ) be the FPR given by (3.8). Let S be a block-signature
matrix and consider the following decompositions of S

S = T1U1 = T2U2,

where T1, U1, T2, U2 have the forms In(k−h−1) ⊕ [?], [?] ⊕ In(h+1), [?] ⊕ Inh and
In(k−h) ⊕ [?], respectively. Then, SLP (λ) is T -even if and only if

MT
rev(tw),w,rw,tw

= T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
T1, (4.10)

MT
rev(tw),rw,tw

= (In(k−h) ⊕−Inh)U2Mrev(tw),rw,tw
U2 (4.11)

and

MT
rev(tz),z,rz,tz

= (−In(k−h) ⊕ Inh)T2Mrev(tz),z,rz,tz
T2, (4.12)

MT
rev(tz),rz,tz

= U1Mrev(tz),rz,tz
U1. (4.13)

Proof. Let LP (λ) = λL1 − L0, with L1 = Mrev(tw),rev(tz),z,rz,tz,rw,tw
and L0 =

Mrev(tw),rev(tz),w,rz,tz,rw,tw
. Suppose that SLP (λ) is T -even. Then

LT
0 = SL0S = U1T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw

Mrev(tz),rz,tz
T1U1

= (T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
T1)(U1Mrev(tz),rz,tz

U1).

Analogously,

LT
1 = −SL1S = −(T2Mrev(tz),z,rz,tz

T2)(U2Mrev(tw),rw,tw
U2).

Thus, taking into account the form of the matrices, the claim follows. The converse
follows by reversing the arguments.

Remark 4.10. Since U1T1 = T2U2 and taking into account the form of the
matrices Ui,Ti, i = 1, 2, it follows that the block-signature matrices T1 and U2 (resp.
T2 and U1) are equal except possibly in the block-entry in position (k−h, k−h). Thus,
conditions (4.11) and (4.13) are equivalent to those obtained from them by replacing
U1 and U2 by T2 and T1, respectively. Note also that the block-entries in position
(k − h, k − h) in T1 and in T2 coincide.

The next lemma gives a necessary condition on h for SLP (λ) to be T-even when
P (λ) is or, taking into account Lemma 4.8, for conditions (4.10)-(4.13) to hold.

Lemma 4.11. Let (rev(tz), z, rz, tz) and (rev(tw),w, rw, tw) be index tuples as
in Lemma 4.8. If there exists a block-signature matrix S such that the pencil SLP (λ),
where LP (λ) is of the form (3.8), is T-even for any T-even matrix polynomial P (λ)
of degree k, then h is even.

Proof. By Lemma 4.8, Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
is T-even direct-transpose related. Thus,

no block Ai with i odd can be on the main diagonal of Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
. We will

show that Ah appears in position (k − h, k − h) in Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
, which implies
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the result. If h = 0 then (rev(tw),w, rw, tw) = (0) and the claim follows. Now
suppose that h > 0. Because (rev(tw),w, rw, tw) satisfies the SIP, it is equivalent
to a tuple in column standard form, which has the form (a : h, t) for some index
0 ≤ a ≤ h and some tuple t with indices from {0 : h− 1}. Note that t is nonempty as
(rev(tw),w, rw, tw) is not a simple tuple. A calculation shows that

Ma:h =



In(k−h−1) 0 0 · · · 0
0 −Ah 0
... −Ah−1

...
...

... I
...

0 −Aa 0
0 In 0 · · · 0 0
0 0 0 · · · 0 In(a−1)


,

if a 6= 0, and

Ma:h =



In(k−h−1) 0 0
0 −Ah

−Ah−1

...
... I

0 −A1

0 −A0 0


,

if a = 0. On the other hand, Mt has the form[
In(k−h) 0

0 ?

]
.

Therefore, the matrix Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
= Ma:hMt has the form

In(k−h−1) 0 0 0
0 −Ah ? 0
0 −Ah−1 ? 0
...

...
...

...
0 −Aa ? 0
0 In ? 0
0 0 0 ?


if a 6= 0, and the form 

In(k−h−1) 0 0
0 −Ah ?
0 −Ah−1 ?
...

...
...

0 −A1 ?
0 −A0 ?


,

if a = 0. Thus, the claim follows.
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4.3. T-odd strong linearizations: auxiliary results. In this section we
present an analysis similar to the one in the previous section, considering now that
the matrix polynomial P (λ) is T-odd.

We start by stating an analog of Lemma 4.8 in the T-odd case. In this case,
though, if LP (λ) is a FPR of the form (2.2), we get that (lq,q, rq) and (lz, rz) are
T-odd complement-transpose related, while (lz, z, rz) and (lq, rq) are T-odd direct-
transpose related. We omit the proof as it is analogous to the one of Lemma 4.8.

Lemma 4.12. Let P (λ) be a T -odd matrix polynomial of degree k ≥ 2 of the
form (1.1). Let h be an integer such that 0 ≤ h < k. Let w and w′ be admissible
tuples relative to {0 : h} and {0 : k − h − 1}, respectively, and rw and rw′ be the
symmetric complements of w and w′, respectively. Let tw and tw′ be tuples with
indices from {0 : h−1} and {0 : k−h−2}, respectively, such that (rev(tw),w, rw, tw)
and (rev(tw′),w′, rw′ , tw′) satisfy the SIP. Let z = −k + w′, rz = −k + rw′ and
tz = −k + tw′ . Let LP (λ) be the FPR of the form (3.8) and S be a block-signature
matrix. Consider the decompositions of S

S = T1U1 = T2U2

where T1, U1, T2, U2 have the forms In(k−h−1) ⊕ [?], [?] ⊕ In(h+1), [?] ⊕ Inh and
In(k−h) ⊕ [?], respectively. Then, SLP (λ) is T -odd if and only if

MT
rev(tw),w,rw,tw

= (In(k−h−1) ⊕−In(h+1))T1Mrev(tw),w,rw,tw
T1, (4.14)

MT
rev(tw),rw,tw

= U2Mrev(tw),rw,tw
U2 (4.15)

and

MT
rev(tz),z,rz,tz

= T2Mrev(tz),z,rz,tz
T2, (4.16)

MT
rev(tz),rz,tz

= (−In(k−h−1) ⊕ In(h+1))U1Mrev(tz),rz,tz
U1. (4.17)

An observation analogous to Remark 4.9 can be made in the T-odd case.
The next lemma gives a necessary condition on h for SLP (λ) to be T-odd when

P (λ) is. We omit its proof as it is similar to the one of Lemma 4.10.
Lemma 4.13. Let (rev(tz), z, rz, tz) and (rev(tw),w, rw, tw) be index tuples as in

Lemma 4.11. If there exists a block-signature matrix S such that the pencil SLP (λ),
where LP (λ) is of the form (3.8), is T-odd for any T-odd matrix polynomial P (λ) of
degree k, then h is even.

4.4. Construction of T-alternating linearizations from FPR. In this sec-
tion we give a family of strong linearizations from the set of FPR which are T-
alternating when the matrix polynomial P (λ) is, with the same parity as P (λ). These
linearizations are of the form SLP (λ), where LP (λ) is a FPR and S is a block-signature
matrix. As follows from Theorem 4.14, this block-signature matrix is the matrix given
by the next algorithm and is denoted by S+ in the T-even case and by S++ in the
T-odd case. In each case it only depends on the admissible tuples used in the con-
struction of the FPR LP (λ).

Algorithm 4.14. (Construction of the matrix S) Let k ≥ 2 and h be even such
that 0 ≤ h < k. Let w be an admissible tuple of index l relative to {0 : h} and w′ be
an admissible tuple of index l′ relative to {0 : k − h− 1}.

1. Let Q+
1 be the matrix given by SJ in (4.6) and Q++

1 be the matrix given by
SJ in (4.8).
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2. Let Q+
2 = RV +

2 R and Q++
2 = RV ++

2 R, where V +
2 and V ++

2 are constructed
as follows:
• V +

2 is the matrix SJ in (4.7) if k is even and in (4.8) if k is odd, with
w being w′ (that is, with h and l replaced by k − h− 1 and l′, resp.),

• V ++
2 is the matrix SJ in (4.6) if k is odd and in (4.9) if k is even, with

w being w′.
3. Let

• S+ = Q+
2 [1 : k − h] ⊕ ε+Q+

1 [k − h + 1 : k], where ε+ ∈ {1,−1} is such
that Q+

2 [k − h] = ε+Q+
1 [k − h], and

• S++ = Q++
2 [1 : k − h]⊕ ε++Q++

1 [k − h+ 1 : k], where ε++ ∈ {1,−1} is
such that Q++

2 [k − h] = ε++Q++
1 [k − h].

By considering a subfamily of pencils LP (λ) in the family of FPR, in the next
theorem we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of S such that
SLP (λ) is T-alternating with the same parity as the T-alternating matrix polynomial
P (λ). Observe that the matrix S given by Theorem 4.14 does not depend on P (λ).

Theorem 4.15. Let h be an integer such that 0 ≤ h < k, k ≥ 2. Let w and w′ be
admissible tuples relative to {0 : h} and {0 : k−h−1}, respectively, and rw and rw′ be
the symmetric complements of w and w′, respectively. Let tw and tw′ be tuples with
indices from {0 : h−1} and {0 : k−h−2}, respectively, such that (rev(tw),w, rw, tw)
and (rev(tw′),w′, rw′ , tw′) satisfy the SIP. Let z = −k + w′, rz = −k + rw′ and
tz = −k + tw′ . For a matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k, let LP (λ) be the block-
symmetric FPR given in (3.8) associated with P (λ). If there exists a block-signature
matrix S such that SLP (λ) is T-even (resp. T-odd) for any T-even (resp. T-odd)
matrix polynomial P (λ), then h is even.

Additionally, if h is even and tz and tw are the empty tuple, then, up to mul-
tiplication by -1, there exists a unique block-signature matrix S such that SLP (λ) is
T-even (resp. T-odd) for any T-even (resp. T-odd) matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree
k, which is the matrix S+ (resp. S++) given by Algorithm 4.13. Moreover, if LP (λ)
satisfies the nonsingularity conditions, then the pencil SLP (λ) is a strong linearization
of P (λ).

Proof. The necessity of h being even follows from Lemmas 4.10 and 4.12. Now
suppose that h is even, tz and tw are the empty tuple and S is the matrix given by
Algorithm 4.13. Let S = T1U1 = T2U2, with T1 and U1 of the forms In(k−h−1)⊕[?] and
[?] ⊕ In(h+1), respectively, and T2 and U2 of the forms [?] ⊕ Inh and In(k−h−1) ⊕ [?],
respectively, as in Lemmas 4.8 and 4.11. By Lemmas 4.6, 4.7 and 4.4, conditions
(4.10)-(4.13) hold if P (λ) is T -even, and conditions (4.14)-(4.17) hold if P (λ) is T -
odd. Thus, from Lemma 4.8 (resp. Lemma 4.11), it follows that SLP (λ) is T-even
(resp. T-odd) when P (λ) is.

We now show the uniqueness claim. Suppose that SLP (λ) and S′LP (λ) are T-
even when P (λ) is, where S′ is a block-signature matrix. Consider the decompositions
of S given above and the corresponding decompositions for S′, S′ = T ′1U

′
1 = T ′2U

′
2.

Then, condition (4.10) is satisfied with T1 and also with T1 replaced with T ′1. By
Remark 2.8 and Lemma 2.10, either T1 = T ′1 or T1 = (In(k−h−1) ⊕ −In(h+1))T ′1.
Similarly, condition (4.12) holds with T2 and also with T2 replaced with T ′2. By
Remark 2.8 and Lemmas 4.4 and 2.10, we have T ′2 = T2 or T ′2 = (−In(k−h) ⊕ Inh)T2.
Since the entries in position (k − h, k − h) of T1 and T2, and of T ′1 and T ′2, coincide,
we have that either S′ = S or S′ = −S. A similar argument applies if P (λ) is T-odd.

The last claim in the statement follows from Lemma 4.4 in [4].
If in Theorem 4.14 the pencil LP (λ) satisfies the nonsingularity conditions, then
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SLP (λ) is a strong linearization of P (λ). In particular, if both admissible tuples w
and w′ have index 0, then LP (λ) satisfies the nonsingularity conditions. These choices
of w and w′ are possible when k is odd, as h and k− h− 1 are even. If k is even and
det(Ak) 6= 0, as h is even, by choosing w of index 0, we also get T-alternating strong
linearizations, independently of A0 being nonsingular or not. This is not true though
if det(Ak) = 0.

Example 4.16. Let k = 5. The next table gives the family of T -even pencils
of the form SLP (λ) associated with a T -even matrix polynomial P (λ) of degree k,
as described in Theorem 4.14. Whenever the index of w (resp. w′) is not zero, we
assume that A0 (resp. Ak) is invertible, so that the corresponding pencil satisfies the
nonsingularity conditions and is, therefore, a strong linearization of P (λ).

As in the skew-symmetric case, we only present one pencil explicitly. However,
in all cases we give the index tuples and the block-signature matrices that describe the
pencils. Note that all these pencils are obtained from the block-symmetric FPR given
in [4, Corollary 5.6], corresponding to the same tuples, by changing the sign of some
blocks.

w w′ Q1 Q2 S
(0) (3:4,1:2,0) In S1:2S5 S1:2S5

(0) (3:4,0:2) In S1S3:4 S1S3:4

(0) (0:4) In S1:25 S1:25

(1:2,0) (1:2,0) S4 S1:2 S1:2S4

(1:2,0) (0:2) S4 S1S3 S1:25

(3:4,1:2,0) (0) S2S5 S1 S1S3:4

(0:2) (1:2,0) S4 S1:2 S1:2S4

(0:2) (0:2) S4 S1S3 S1:25

(3:4,0:2) (0) S2S5 S1 S1S3:4

(0:4) (0) S2S4 S1 S1:25

When w = (0) and w′ = (3 : 4, 1 : 2, 0) we obtain the pencil

λ


0 0 0 −I 0
0 −A5 0 −A4 0
0 0 0 0 I
I A4 0 A3 A2

0 0 −I −A2 −A1

−


0 −I 0 0 0
−I −A4 0 0 0

0 0 0 I 0
0 0 I A2 0
0 0 0 0 A0



A natural question to be posed is if we could obtain T-alternating linearizations
from FPR as in (3.8) when tw and/or tw′ are not empty. Although some restrictions
are needed, as follows from the example below, the answer to this question is affir-
mative. Note that the tuples (w, rw) and (w′, rw′) in the table above are equivalent
to tuples of the forms (rev(tw∗),w

∗
, rw∗ , tw∗) and (rev(tw′∗),w

′∗
, rw′∗ , tw′∗), respec-

tively, where w∗ and w′∗ are admissible tuples of index 0. In fact, the FPR in the
previous table can be rewritten alternatively using these last kind of tuples as follows.
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w∗ w′∗ tw∗ tw′∗

(0) (3:4,1:2,0) ∅ ∅
(0) (3:4,1:2,0) ∅ (0)
(0) (3:4,1:2,0) ∅ (2, 0 : 1, 0)

(1:2,0) (1:2,0) ∅ ∅
(1:2,0) (1:2,0) ∅ (0)
(1:2,0) (1:2,0) (0) ∅
(1:2,0) (1:2,0) (0) (0)

(3:4,1:2,0) (0) ∅ ∅
(3:4,1:2,0) (0) (0) ∅
(3:4,1:2,0) (0) (2, 0 : 1, 0) ∅

We finish this section with an example in which tw is nonempty and there does
not exist S such that SLP (λ) is T-alternating with the same parity as P (λ).

Example 4.17. Let P (λ) be a T-even matrix polynomial of degree k = 5. Let
w = (3 : 4, 1 : 2, 0), tw = (2), z = −5 + (0), tz = ∅ and LP (λ) be the FPR (3.8). A
calculation shows that

LP (λ) = λ


−A4 −A3 −A2 I 0
−A3 −A2 −A1 0 I
−A2 −A1 −A0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
0 I 0 0 0

−

A5 0 0 0 0
0 −A3 −A2 I 0
0 −A2 −A1 0 I
0 I 0 0 0
0 0 I 0 0

 .
It is clear that there is no block-signature matrix S such that SLP (λ) is T-even because
of the structure of the matrix coefficient of the first degree term of LP (λ).

5. Conclusions. In this paper we constructed a family of skew-symmetric (re-
spectively, T-alternating) linearizations of an n × n skew-symmetric (respectively,
T-alternating) matrix polynomial P (λ). The linearizations in this family are of the
form SLP (λ), where LP (λ) is a FPR and S is a block-signature matrix, that is, a
direct sum of blocks of the form In and −In, where In denotes the n × n identity
matrix. When P (λ) and the pencil LP (λ) satisfy what we call the nonsingularity
conditions, then LP (λ), and therefore SLP (λ), is a strong linearization of P (λ). We
also showed that LP (λ) must be of the form (3.8) for certain tuples w, z, rw, rz, tw,tz.

In the skew-symmetric case, the linearizations obtained satisfy the restriction that
the tuples tw and tz are of type 1 relative to the tuples w and z, respectively. The
analysis of some examples suggest that it would not be possible to consider tuples
which are not of this type, though proving it remains an open problem.

Regarding the T-alternating case, we showed that if, for some block-signature
matrix S, SLP (λ) is T-even (resp. T-odd) when the matrix polynomial P (λ) is, the
number of elements in w must be odd. Moreover, we showed that the converse holds
when the tuples tz and tw are empty. The case in which tz and tw are nonempty
remains to be studied.
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